The potential role of solar variations in modulating recent climate has been debated for many decades and recent papers suggest that solar forcing may be less than previously believed. Because solar variability before the satellite period must be scaled from proxy data, large uncertainty exists about phase and magnitude of the forcing. We used a coupled climate system model to determine whether proxy-based irradiance series are capable U nderstanding and quantifying natural climate variability on decadal to centennial time scales is a prerequisite to project future climate changes. It is important to evaluate comprehensive models in the preindustrial period when natural variations were (relatively) pronounced and anthropogenic influences were comparatively small. The recently improved records of the variations in climate of the past 1,000 years (1) together with solar and volcanic forcing histories (2, 3) provide a key opportunity for (i) evaluating long transient simulations with Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Models over the preindustrial era, (ii) for exploring the proposed magnitudes of past solar irradiance changes, and (iii) to estimate natural contributions to century-scale climate variability.
U
nderstanding and quantifying natural climate variability on decadal to centennial time scales is a prerequisite to project future climate changes. It is important to evaluate comprehensive models in the preindustrial period when natural variations were (relatively) pronounced and anthropogenic influences were comparatively small. The recently improved records of the variations in climate of the past 1,000 years (1) together with solar and volcanic forcing histories (2, 3) provide a key opportunity for (i) evaluating long transient simulations with Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Models over the preindustrial era, (ii) for exploring the proposed magnitudes of past solar irradiance changes, and (iii) to estimate natural contributions to century-scale climate variability.
A range of Northern Hemisphere (NH) and one global surface temperature reconstructions for the past millennium have become available in the past few years. These studies infer the magnitude of past temperature variations from networks of proxy data, such as tree ring width and density, coral growth, ice core, speleothem, and documentary data or from borehole temperature profiles. Each method, in combination with its specific data network, suffers from a variety of uncertainties (see discussion in ref. 1) and, especially at longer time scales, individual temperature series deviate notably from each other. This is particularly the case for the magnitude of the cooling during the repeated intervals (interrupted by warmer decades) encompassing what is generally referred to as the Little Ice Age, Ϸ1300-1850 AD. However, most maintain a similar temporal structure, and taken together they suggest that natural century scale NH-temperature variations over the past millennium remained within 0.3°C (low estimate in refs. 4 and 5) to Ϸ1°C (high estimate, e.g., refs. [6] [7] [8] . Southern hemisphere temperature estimates exist (1, 9) , but they are hampered by restricted data coverage.
The dominating hypotheses for forced variability on submillennium time scales are effects of explosive volcanism and changes in solar energy output. Great uncertainty remains about their magnitude. Explosive volcanic eruptions generate large aerosol clouds in the stratosphere, where they perturb both incoming and outgoing radiation (10, 11) . Generally, the former is the dominating effect and surface cooling occurs (12, 13) . The bulk of the direct forcing for individual events is limited to a few years by the relatively short residence time of the injected particles in the lower stratosphere (14) . Prolonged effects have been documented for temporally relatively closely spaced eruptions (15, 16) , with feedbacks from reduced ocean heat content delaying the climatic recovery. However, damping mechanisms on the forcing might also exist for very large events (17) .
There is an ongoing debate on the role of the sun in recent observed warming. Century-scale solar irradiance variations have been proposed as cause for past climatic changes (e.g., refs. 18 and 19) . The latest summaries of the various uncertainties can be found in two recent reviews (20, 21) . Satellite data since 1979 quantify the irradiance variations associated with the 11-year Schwabe sunspot cycle to Ϸ0.08 -0.1% of the Ϸ1,367 Wm Ϫ2 solar radiation reaching the top of our atmosphere (21) . This variation translates into a radiative forcing of Ϸ0.2-0.3 W m Ϫ2 , roughly a factor of 10 smaller than the radiative forcing by well mixed greenhouse gases (2.4 W m Ϫ2 in 2000 AD relative to 1750 AD). Although direct measurements of solar irradiance are limited to the satellite period (21) , tentative correlations with records of sunspots (22, 23) , aurora histories, geomagnetic indices, or the production rates of cosmogenic nuclei such as 10-Beryllium ( 10 Be) and radiocarbon ( 14 C) (3, 24) in conjunction with magnetic behavior of solar-like stars (25, 26) have been used to estimate solar irradiance in the past. The phase relationship between the isotopic records indicative of the sun's open magnetic field, sunspot numbers, and the sun's closed magnetic field or its total energy output is not fully understood (27) . Nevertheless, the temporal evolution of the different proxy series, particularly in certain well defined frequencies (Ϸ11-year Schwabe Cycle, Ϸ80-to 85-year Gleissberg Cycle, and Ϸ207-year deVries Cycle), is in reasonable agreement across most solar proxies (20, 28) , and comparisons between proxies suggest significant modulation consistent with deduced solar cycles (20) . However, the scaling required to translate a proxy record of sunspot number, or production rate of 10 Be, into actual solar irradiance anomalies is highly uncertain, and published estimates of multidecadal solar irradiance changes vary by more than a factor of five (3, 21) . Recently, astronomical evidence has been used to suggest that low-frequency variability of solar irradiance might be very low, possibly restricted to the range of the observed high-frequency variability (29, 30) . These new estimates are lower by a factor of five or more than the upper end of previously used values (25, 31) . Such low forcing from solar irradiance changes has even led to suggestions that low frequency paleoclimatic variability was not forced by solar variability.
We used a climate model to analyze paleoclimatic responses to solar and volcanic forcing, using a range of estimates of the magnitude of the solar forcing to bracket climate sensitivity to this variable. Possible transient effects of solar irradiance changes on climate have been investigated with computationally efficient models, such as Energy Balance Models (15, 32) and Models of Intermediate Complexity (33, 34) as well as with Atmosphere-Ocean-General Circulation Models for the 20th century (35) and the past (36, 37) . Here, we employ a coupled Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Model in experiments covering the period of the last 1,150 years. The low-frequency solar forcing was taken from the Antarctic 10 Be record of (3), following a widely accepted, but uncertain, approach also used in the most recent review of Foukal and collaborators (38) . The 10 Be record was scaled to solar irradiance over much of the published range. We identify links between the solar forcing and modeled temperature as well as proxy-based temperature reconstructions.
Model and Forcings
Simulations for this study are conducted with the National Center for Atmospheric Research Climate System Model (NCAR CSM), Version 1.4, a global coupled atmosphere-oceansea ice-land surface model without flux adjustments (39, 40) [for a detailed description, see supporting information (SI) Text].
The model was forced over the period from 850 to 2000 AD using observation-based time histories of solar irradiance, spatially explicit aerosol loading from explosive volcanism, the greenhouse gases (CO 2 , CH 4 , N 2 O, CFC-11, and CFC-12), and anthropogenic sulfate aerosols ( Fig. 1 ) with a recurring annual cycle of ozone and natural sulfate aerosol. This setup is directly comparable to the host of climate change experiments that focus on the 20th century. Other forcing factors, such as orbital parameter changes (very slow forcing, we used constant 1400 AD conditions) and vegetation/land use changes (highly regional in its impact), were not included.
The solar irradiance history over the past 1,150 years was based on a recent 10 Be history (3) recovered from Antarctica. Although the annual 10 Be deposition might be affected by atmospheric circulation changes, the dominant multidecadal to centennial (Maunder Minimum-type) solar modulation estimates correspond closely to independent estimates based on 14 C (20) and to a recent solar irradiance reconstruction with a flux transport model of the Sun's total magnetic flux (41) , and therefore are thought to represent solar variability. The different estimates of past solar irradiance changes applied in the NCAR CSM used three very different estimates of the scale factor (Fig.   1 ). For two full-length (1,150-year) simulations solar irradiance was scaled to a reduction during the Maunder Minimum (1645-1715 AD) of 0.25% (23) and 0.65% (31) relative to present, representing a ''medium'' and a ''high'' case. Additionally, we performed a 450-year simulation from 1550 to 2000 AD applying a Maunder Minimum reduction scaling of 0.1% (29) . This, for reasons of computational resource availability, shorter, ''low'' solar forcing simulation addresses recently raised doubts on the existence of any additional low-frequency trend in solar irradiance beyond the instrumentally measured variations of the 11-year cycle (26, 30) .
The volcanic forcing was established by converting ice core aerosol proxies to latitudinal and temporally varying atmospheric aerosol fields following earlier work (16). Volcanic aerosol was specified as a single aerosol size distribution, and optical depth was scaled linearly with the aerosol loading. Atmospheric CO 2 , CH 4 , and N 2 O concentrations were individually prescribed following ice core measurements and direct atmospheric observations. The CFC-11, scaled to take into account the radiative forcing by other halogenated species and SF 6 (42) , and CFC-12 concentration histories are based on historic emission data and recent measurements. The volcanic and anthropogenic forcing histories were the same in all three simulations.
The model was spun-up over two centuries using preindustrial forcings (see SI Text for a detailed description of the spin-up procedures), and a control experiment without any forcing changes (fixed at 850 AD conditions) was run in parallel to the forced experiments over the full period of 1150 years. This control exhibits a cooling in global-average surface temperature of 0.07°C per century over the first 600 years primarily resulting from the long adjustment time scale of the ocean; after 1500 AD, global average surface temperature have reached a quasi- Three long simulations were run with prescribed solar (high, medium, and low scaling) and identical volcanic, greenhouse gas, and tropospheric sulfate forcing. In addition, three ''natural-only'' simulations were branched off from each long integration at year 1870 AD, with greenhouse gas concentrations and anthropogenic sulfate kept constant at 1870 AD levels (green lines).
equilibrium. All results shown here are detrended residuals after subtracting a millennial-scale spline fit for individual months of the annual cycle at each model grid point obtained from the control integration. This process preserves all temporal structure below 1,000 years, but it might affect the overall millennial-scale signal separation.
The main experiments include the anthropogenic change in radiative forcing over the industrial period. To evaluate the contribution of natural forcing (solar and volcanic) to the 20th century climate change, additional simulations were performed over the period 1870 to 1999 AD with all anthropogenic forcings fixed at the 1870 AD values (Fig. 1) . These simulations were directly branched-off the three main experiments to take into account the inertia of the climate system, and the influence of preindustrial forcing changes, on 20th century climate evolution.
Results
Both simulations covering the full 1,150-years (Fig. 2) show a clear two-stage initial warming interrupted by a temperature drop in the 11th century. Relative maxima in global temperatures occur during the 10th century, as well as between the late 11th and the 12th century. Subsequently, modeled temperatures generally decrease. Globally, the coldest episodes are in the 15th and 17th centuries (high solar forcing), 13th, 15th, 17th, and 19th centuries (medium solar forcing), and the 19th century (low solar forcing, but based on a shorter run). Over the instrumental record after 1850 AD, all three runs are essentially indistinguishable and they closely match the observed large scale warming both in magnitude and in temporal evolution. In all three simulations, decadal-mean global average surface temperature was higher during the most recent three to four decades than during the previous 1,100 years. During the preindustrial period, the three experiments are generally separated by several tenths of a degree Celsius (Fig. 2) . The difference is due to the changes in solar forcing magnitude because all other forcings were identical across the experiments. This difference is greater than one standard deviation of the low-frequency variability of the control run (0.11°C). Decadal-scale NH surface temperature is generally synchronous with the global-mean, but NHperturbation amplitudes are larger by Ϸ20%.
Several sharp cooling episodes mark the response to very large volcanic forcing (e.g., 1258 AD, 1453 AD, 1815 AD). The largest volcanic forcing was estimated for 1258 AD (Fig. 1) after the probably largest explosive eruption of the past few thousand years. The source volcano of this event is still unknown, although bipolar sulfate deposition together with its consistent chemical signature (43) at around Ϸ1258 AD makes it clear that it is a tropical event. This particularly large event was followed by a remarkable sequence of large eruptions, causing a clear temperature decrease of several tenths of a degree Celsius over the late 13th century (Fig. 2) . Similar cumulative volcanic cooling is also simulated in the mid-15th, 17th, the early 19th, and (to a lesser degree) the late 19th to early 20th century. Some of these volcanically active periods occur contemporaneous to solar induced cooling (e.g., Maunder Minimum) and thus make a clear separation of climate response at the low frequencies difficult.
The preindustrial range in multidecadal global surface temperature is reduced by more than a factor of two in the low and medium experiments compared with the high solar forcing case (Fig. 2) . The amplitude difference between the warmest and coldest periods at the decadal time scale is Ϸ0.4°C (pre-1850) for the low and medium simulations as compared with Ϸ1°C for the high scaling. High scaling of the solar forcing yields both the coldest and warmest decades in all simulations before the 20th century. Even so, this largest scaling factor never generates a global, or hemispheric, temperature as large as those in the late 20th century.
There is a link between simulated low-frequency climate variability and the natural climate forcings during the preindustrial period. The correlation between solar forcing and modeled global surface temperature series decreases with diminishing solar forcing magnitude. Fifty-year long, Gaussian-weighted global surface temperature variations in the high-forcing experiment are almost entirely determined by the solar forcing (decadal data r 2 ϭ 0.88, SI Fig. 5 ). This cause-effect link is reflected in a tight phase relationship in the dominant centuryscale frequency band of solar variability (Ϸ1/200 year, SI Fig. 6 ). The relationship between solar forcing and global surface temperature is reduced in the medium-forcing run (r 2 ϭ 0.47). The solar forcing response becomes smaller relative to the model's internal variability, and the ratio of solar signal to volcanic influence and/or model noise decreases. Deviations of simulated temperature evolution from the evolution of irradiance do occur repeatedly, and are almost exclusively negative due to explosive volcanism (SI Fig. 5 ). The surface temperature response to individual volcanic eruptions is consistent with previous results (16) , although several appear to be too large compared with many proxy-based estimates. This overestimate is not a result of the forcing series (the volcanic forcing in ref. 15 is very similar), but rather arises from the fixed aerosol size distribution used to represent volcanic sulfate. This method could produce particles that are probably too small, and thus radiatively too efficient, for cases where the loading of sulfate is very large.
The simulated decadal-scale NH temperature variations of the medium-scaled run fall mostly within the uncertainty band from the proxy-based reconstructions (Fig. 3b) . Only during the cool interval within the Medieval Warm Period (Ϸ1050 AD) do simulated temperatures fall below this range. Generally, the reconstructed high temperatures in the 11th and 12th centuries, and the cold conditions between 1450 and 1800 AD, are reflected in the model results. Relative minima and maxima found in the proxy reconstructions, such as those in the late 18th century and the beginning of the 19th century, or Ϸ1570 and 1450 AD, are also found in the medium-scaled simulation. For a comparison between modeled NH temperatures with various proxy reconstructions, see SI Fig. 7 .
The results of the low and high solar forcing experiments encompass the (pre-1850) amplitude range in multidecadalaveraged NH temperatures of the available proxy reconstructions (Fig. 3b) . The preindustrial amplitude of Ͼ1.1°C for NH-temperature found in the high solar forcing simulation is larger than in all reconstructions; however, the variations of up to 1°C proposed in refs. 6-8 are comparable to the modeled amplitude (values determined by using 50-year Gaussian running averages). However, the simulated cool periods (late 15th and 17th century, as well as the 11th century cooling) are significantly colder in the high-scaled CSM run compared with any of these reconstructions (Fig. 3b) . The pre-1850 NHtemperature range of 0.4°C found in the low case is essentially the same as proposed in refs. 4 and 5.
Solar forcing and low-frequency volcanic forcing are anticorrelated around 1600 AD (Fig. 1) . The 10 Be and radiocarbon records (3, 20) suggest that solar forcing increases in the late 16th century to peak early in the 17th century, whereas volcanic eruptions tend to cool the Earth surface at the same time. All temporally resolved reconstructions exhibit NH cooling after Ϸ1570 AD (Fig. 3a) . This is also the case in the medium-scaled run (Figs. 2 and 3) . In contrast, simulated NH temperature in the high-scaled run continues to increase after 1570 AD until the peak in the 10 Be solar forcing around 1620 AD. This finding suggests that the (high-scaled) prescribed solar forcing is too strong at that time, whereas there is no indication that the volcanic forcing would be underestimated. This direct effect of a very strong solar influence on the phase of the low-frequency variation is also illustrated in SI Fig. 6 .
Turning to the instrumental record, all three simulations with anthropogenic forcing yield a 20th-century warming of Ϸ0.6°C (medium and high solar) to 0.7°C (low solar) (Fig. 3c) . This finding is fully consistent with the data-based estimate of 0.6 Ϯ 0.2°C, and the evolution of global-mean surface temperature very closely matches the instrumental record. The natural-only extensions for all three simulations after 1870 AD (holding greenhouse gases and tropospheric aerosol constant at 1870 AD conditions) yield a 20th century peak warming (decadally smoothed data) of Ϸ0.2°C, which visibly reduced by the end of the century through increased volcanism. The separation of a human-induced warming from the natural background temperature evolution occurs early in the 20th century in the model. By the end of the century, the difference in simulated global temperature response between natural and natural plus anthropogenic forcings is Ͼ0.5°C. Fig. 4 shows the spatial pattern of regression coefficients for the relationship between solar forcing and temperature response. The patterns, although not a validation of the model, do show expected features, suggesting that in broad terms the model correctly captures the spatial impact of solar-induced temperature changes. The most prominent feature is the tendency to have more sensitivity (larger regression coefficients) over land than over the oceans (37) , as expected due to the higher heat-absorbing capacity of the oceans. The model result also exhibits polar amplification, or higher sensitivity at high latitudes, with a greater effect in the NH because of the interaction of this effect with the land-ocean contrast. However, because of a lack of interactive ozone, the model cannot fully simulate features discussed in (44) . The Southern Hemisphere, with its sparser landmasses, shows less amplification. There is some variability in sensitivity within the NH high latitude regions, likely because of persistent climate patterns associated with planetary wave structure. Finally, there are some regions with only insignificant temperature response (including small areas with slight negative relationships) to solar forcing, mainly in the NH high latitude oceans. These represent regions of complex interactions between climate, ocean currents (particularly their position) and ocean heat uptake. However, part of the signal is associated with a known (probably unrealistic) internal oscillation in this area of the coupled model. Overall, the magnitude of temperature response to solar irradiance changes is relatively small. Global average temperatures change by Ϸ0.066 Ϯ 0.005°C for each Watt per square-meter change in solar irradiance (with 0.066°C for the medium and 0.071°C for the high-scaled experiments).
Discussion and Conclusions
We forced a set of transient millennium-long simulations with the NCAR CSM 1.4 coupled atmosphere-ocean-land-sea ice general circulation model with South Pole 10 Be-based estimates of solar irradiance (3). The simulations were compared with temperature reconstructions and the instrumental record to investigate links between solar forcing and surface temperature change. Although 10 Be records, indicative of the open magnetic field flux, are not without problems as direct representations for past solar irradiance (38) , their temporal structure at the century time scale is closely matched by variations seen in other, independent proxies of solar activity (20) and a recent irradiance reconstruction (41) . Thus, the dominant variations in the record represent actual changes related to the sun, and do not merely reflect potential climatic perturbations of the deposition process. However, the largest uncertainty in the low-frequency component of solar forcing mostly arises from its unknown amplitude. Using three different estimates of background changes in solar activity that encompass the published range allowed us to test if a large forcing amplitude is required to generate a detectable climate response, or if small amplitudes could also generate a discernable impact. Furthermore, the low (Ϸ2°C) sensitivity of our climate model then offers the opportunity to further constrain the magnitude of the solar forcing amplitude. We found that small scaling-factors, resulting from low assumed amplitude of the solar forcing, generate meaningful global and hemispheric climate fluctuations.
Our results show that the different solar forcing amplitudes lead to a clear separation of the large-scale climate histories. Based on the solar origin of dominant 10 Be fluctuations, the phase response in the NCAR CSM 1.4 on the global and hemispheric scale compared with large-scale climate reconstructions suggests that even low amplitude solar variations can affect climate on multidecadal to centennial time scales. The larger the amplitude of solar forcing, the more the effects of other natural forcings are suppressed (such as explosive volcanism or variations in atmospheric composition before Ϸ1800 AD). However, the rapidly increasing anthropogenic forcings dominate the simulations over the 20th century. Independent of the magnitude of solar forcing, and thus independent of the magnitude of prior cooling, no significant difference is seen in the simulations over this period. Our model results also suggest that the climate response to slow variations in forcing occur with relatively little time lag (see SI Fig. 5 ).
We use the ensemble of available proxy-reconstructions to define a range of past, decadal-scale NH temperature variability to gauge our model results. While the NH temperatures of the high-scaled experiment are often colder than the lower bound from proxy data, the modeled decadal-scale NH surface temperature for the medium-scaled case falls within the uncertainty range of the available temperature reconstructions. The medium-scaled simulation also broadly reproduces the main features seen in the proxy records. The timing (phasing), and to some degree the magnitude, of local minima and maxima found in the proxy NH temperature reconstructions are also evident in the simulation, showing that in the context of a climate model, a discernable solar signal is possible with medium solar forcing amplitudes. The (shorter) low-scaled simulation produced NH temperature variations in good agreement with the low end of the proxy range, but a clear solar signal is difficult to identify (global numbers are not significant), because volcanic forcing is now primarily responsible for natural climate variations. A high-latitude spatial (planetary wave) response to solar forcing similar to earlier Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Model studies (37, 44) has been identified, although caveats arising from an internal oscillation in the coupled system need to be kept in mind.
The ensemble obtained by running the NCAR CSM with three different natural forcing histories encompasses the published range of naturally forced low frequency NH-temperature variations over the past 1,150 years. This conclusion holds irrespective whether in reality the temperature variations were caused by irradiance changes and volcanic eruptions alone or in combination with indirect solar mechanisms, such as solar-induced changes in stratospheric ozone and associated circulation changes (44, 45) or through modification of cloud properties (46, 47) . Given the recent arguments suggesting low amplitude solar variation, it is interesting that the high solar forcing appears to be incompatible with observations. Both the phase relationships and magnitude between reconstructed and simulated temperatures in the dominant solar frequency band of Ϸ1/200 years break down with high solar forcing. Given the low climate sensitivity of the NCAR CSM, a large (0.65%) background change in solar irradiance over past centuries appears unlikely. The comparison of the model results with the proxy based reconstructions suggest that smaller, and possibly much smaller irradiance changes are more consistent with most of the available temperature reconstructions both in magnitude and phase, particularly if the real world climate sensitivity is significantly higher than the NCAR CSM's. The climate model results exhibit a response of 0.066 Ϯ 0.005°C in global temperature for each Watt per square-meter change in solar input. This result implies that for small irradiance changes (29, 38) (Ͻ2 Wm Ϫ2 ) solar induced temperature variation would probably be limited to 0.1-0.15°C, or Ͻ0.2°C if a higher climate sensitivity were considered. Although a solar contribution can be isolated in the model results, its relative role diminishes with reduced amplitudes and the contribution of solar forcing to natural variability becomes small. A relatively small climate change (Ͻ1°C) of NH surface temperatures is also consistent with the small preindustrial variations in atmospheric CO 2 , CH 4 , and N 2 O and an independent estimate based on atmospheric greenhouse gas changes over the past millennium (32, 48) . This result is particularly robust because of the low sensitivity of the model.
Without anthropogenic forcing, the 20th century warming is small. The simulations with only natural forcing components included yield an early 20th century peak warming of Ϸ0.2°C (Ϸ1950 AD), which is reduced to about half by the end of the century because of increased volcanism. This trajectory is similar for all magnitudes of solar irradiance change or the magnitude of cooling before. High scaling of the solar irradiance leads to model temperatures by the end of the century that are only marginally (Ϸ0.1°C) warmer than those from the low and medium scaled forcing. This finding suggests that, while solar irradiance changes and explosive volcanism were the dominant forcings in preindustrial times, their combined role has been changing over the past century. Although these natural forcing factors could be responsible for some modification of the decadal structure over the 20th century, they only played a minor role in the most recent warming. Therefore, the 20th century warming is not a reflection of a rebound from the last Little Ice Age cool period, but it is largely caused by anthropogenic forcing. A small role of solar forcing for late 20th century climate change is additionally supported by the absence of a trend in the satellitebased irradiance record covering the past 30 years (21) . By the end of the 20th century, global temperatures simulated with natural and anthropogenic forcings included are Ͼ0.5°C warmer than if only natural factors are allowed to change after 1870 AD. A larger climate sensitivity would simply change the amplitudes but not the relative shape of the results, and thus yield a much larger than reconstructed preindustrial temperature variability for the experiment with high-scaled solar forcing. Inclusion of other forcing factors, such as absorbing aerosols as well as the indirect aerosol effect, would probably change little in the relative difference between the natural and the combined natural plus anthropogenic forcing experiments. Probabilistic approaches considering uncertainties in aerosol and other forcings indicate that 20th century anthropogenic forcing is much larger than solar forcing (49) .
In conclusion, our model results indicate that the range of NH-temperature reconstructions and natural forcing histories (cosmogenic isotope record as a proxy for solar forcing, and volcanic forcing) constrain the natural contribution to 20th century warming to be Ͻ0.2°C. Anthropogenic forcing must account for the difference between a small natural temperature signal and the observed warming in the late 20th century.
